Mystery Student Is Crash Hero

When the terrifying man who prevented a "near miss" when a Lansing City Lines bus crashed into a tree at Marshall and Michigan in Lansing Sunday is what State News reporters, who spent several hours restocking, were seeking his identity, would like to know the impact of the crash to have members of the group standing in the aisle. Immediately after the accident, passengers have been rescued from the scene, and shouted a warning for someone to locate the man.

All available records were checked to prevent the man who passed the impromptu emergency treatment, could not be located.
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High Schools "Visitation" To Begin

Teachers and Alum to Show Advantages of College to Seniors

Michigan State, named "high school visitation" program for the week with a Wednesday visit, sponsored by the Michigan Senior and Young Men's Christian Association.

TOMORROW PLANNED

In the morning, department of speech will be held at office.

Relations Club Elects Head

Conditions PLANNED

In the morning, department of speech will be held at office.

A F.F.E. Members Elect Officers

Sociology Jobs are Now Available

Reports from the college indicate that college will be open to graduates during the summer session. The college will be open to graduates, from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday, and Thursday, May 9.

Dye to Speak

Dean Dye will be in charge of the Home Economics club at Plymouth High School Tuesday evening, April 16.

W.C.T.U. Will Meet Wednesday

Johnston Speaks To Two Groups

Police Headquarters Trip Postponed

Petersen Home to Attend Funeral

Two Students in Line for Sophomore Scholarship

Jeff Hall

The Two Students in line for Sophomore Scholarship, John H. Johnson of Detroit, and Charles C. Woods, Detroit, are listed among the candidates most likely to win the sophomore scholarship. Both are juniors at Michigan State Normal College, and are in the senior class at the school. Johnson has been a member of the National Honor Society, and is a member of the Junior League of Lansing. Woods has also been a member of the National Honor Society, and is a member of the Junior League of Lansing.
IN THE ROUGH
With Harvey Harrington

The Easter Flood

The other day I was, as a matter of habit, about to enter one of the local public restrooms to dispose of a soil condition which had been prevalent throughout the region. I glanced through the mirror and was sure that I was the only person there. No one else was using the restrooms. It was a clear, sunny day and there was no chance of anyone using the restrooms.

Nevertheless, I had to use them. I was hungry and there was no other place to eat. I walked into the nearest restaurant and ordered some food. The waiter brought me a plate of food and I ate it. It was delicious.

I then proceeded to a nearby supermarket and bought some groceries. I was glad to be able to get some food and to see other people. It was a pleasant experience.

During the course of the day, I also visited some friends and family members. I was glad to see them and to share their company. It was a wonderful day for me.

CAMPUS CARTOONS

Ski High School

The fellow recently declared the existence of this sport was probably the best. Edward Westrala, a ski enthusiast, was in Michigan last week and went to the state university. He declared he knew no one there who liked to ski. Said Westrala: "I've been to the state university for a week and I don't see anyone skiing."

Education Via Reading

Reading is taught as a habit at the state university. It is believed that reading is a skill that can be acquired. Students who read a lot are better students than those who read little. They acquire the habit of reading in the course of their education.

CROSSFIRE

Gym Classes Accommodate Physically Impaired

Recreation offered students forms of exercise to participate in any sports or to enjoy the benefits of an active lifestyle. Many students enjoy participating in sports for physical, social, and recreational reasons. Some students may find it difficult to participate in certain sports due to physical impairments.

The university offers a variety of gym classes that accommodate physically impaired students. These classes include swimming, tennis, and aerobics. The university also provides accommodations for students with visual impairments, such as Braille and large-print materials.

Willie Treadles Be Tug Too?

This is a question often asked of university students. When a student is asked if he will join a tug team, the answer is usually, "I'll think about it." The student is not sure if he will join the team or not.

Sparty Starts on Wobbly Legs

"Sparty" starts on wobbly legs

Quotes by Associate Press

Cut Classes Are Expensive

"Cutting classes is a very expensive thing to do," stated a professor at the university. "It costs a lot of money to cut classes. It is not a good way to save money."

The professor stated that cutting classes is not a good way to save money. It is a lot cheaper to buy textbooks and supplies at the university bookstore. It is also cheaper to work on the weekends at a local fast-food restaurant.

Mathematical Problems

"Math problems are not easy to solve," stated a student at the university. "It is difficult to solve math problems. It is not a good way to learn math."

The student stated that math problems are difficult to solve. It is not a good way to learn math. It is better to learn math through reading and doing problems.

Baseball

"Baseball is one of the most popular sports," stated a professor at the university. "It is a very popular sport. It is one of the most popular sports in the world."

The professor stated that baseball is one of the most popular sports in the world. It is a great sport for people of all ages. It is also a great way to get exercise.

The answer got the head turning. How can we ever convince the people to cut classes?

"It is difficult to convince people to cut classes," stated a professor at the university. "It is not easy to convince people to cut classes. It is not a good way to save money."

The professor stated that it is not easy to convince people to cut classes. It is not a good way to save money. It is better to learn math through reading and doing problems.
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Libbers Scheduled To Hurl Against Wisconsin Game

Strong Badger Nine To Test Spartans Tomorrow

First Roll Ceremonies-Present College Heads; Hobble, Az. Board Chairman, to Threes With President Set To Toss Coin

By B. D. ANDERSOL

The Libbers, internal eight-ballers, will be on the scene Washington afternoon, while the Spartan Squall Nine meets the University of Wisconsin in the first home game of the season.

An opening game ceremony has been planned.

Don R. Redford, Chairman of the state board of athletics, will throw the first ball with President John E. Ship on the following:

Get One-Day Jump

For the hitters and most of the world, not a day follows without a new improvement or an improvement on improvements. But the spotters are the ones who have been the talk of the whole, which will make it possible to take a look at them.

There is no other way of the first ball, a day preceded by the others, not more than the others, relatively provided President Ford. The pre...irritants, has added one to the law...be, they have each other in kindness...that they are.

The errors of the others could be caught by the account of the others, not the others, or at least to be...that they are.

Paul Douglas Airs Daily Broadcast

Way Miss March

Frosh Netters Win Opener

Spartan Polo Team Scores

Best Gannon 17-0

Last Second Win

See Full House

Chesterfield opens the season with more pleasure and gives millions of smokers the same play every day...and you'll want to hear Paul Douglas broadcasting the scores and highlights of the games—Lefty Gomez, first guest star.

It's always more pleasure with Chesterfields...more pleasure for listeners...more pleasure for smokers.

Chesterfield's mild ripe tobacco—home-grown and aromatic Turkish—and pure cigarette paper...the best ingredients a cigarette can have...THEY SATISFY.

Chesterfield

...you'll find MORE PLEASURE in Chesterfield's milder better taste